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American Jets is a critical care, long distance air ambulance provider based in Ft Pierce, Florida. Our
missions are to bring sick and injured patients, of all ages and genders, to much needed special care, to
repatriate our citizens to the United States when serious medical issues require serious measures, to re‐
unite families in an extremely difficult time. There are times that our number one goal is to save a life.
There are other times that our best service is to bring families together to have an opportunity to spend
time together, and express their inner most feelings and thoughts…to take advantage to the fullest of a
short time, and to say a final good‐bye to someone dear that is nearing their final journey at the end of life.
I am proud of our staff and crews and rely on my confidence that we are providing a safe air
transport, and the finest medical care available. But much more, after twenty years of involvement in
providing this service, I am never unaware of the distress, fear of the future, physical and emotional pain,
and sometimes grief that surrounds our patients and their families when we are called on to do what we
do. Every flight is an awesome privilege, a huge expression of trust and an emotional request for help. There
are none among this company that are not deeply affected when or patient is a child. Those are flights that
pull at our hearts with the most intense emotion. And while our stated mission is quality medical
transportation when we carry a child and family, our thoughts and efforts are equally concentrated on
easing the anxiety that dominates both the child and the loving family that surrounds them. We have many

drugs and medical procedures in this age to treat physical pain; but fear, anxiety, and grief require
something more—something special.
American Jets has found a wonderful partner in the Moose Club. Tommy Moose has become an
integral crewmember on all of our flights with children aboard, whether they are a patient, or traveling with
a seriously ill adult family member. Sometimes the best medicine is not found in our medical bags and our
drug kits. Tommy has a way of pushing aside the fear and the pain, and replacing it with a smile and a laugh.
Tommy bonds with our children patients and instantly becomes a best friend—at a time when a best friend
is often the best medicine. Tommy takes our children by the hand and takes them away from their sickness
and fears, and back to their childhood. It is true that we have seen physical improvement immediately when
Tommy is introduced to our kids. And for our brief time together, the MOOSE Club has joined American Jets
in fulfilling not only our medical mission, but our emotional goal as well. Parents and children alike are
given back some opportune moments of life that may be more valuable than modern medicine.
American Jets wants to thank the Moose Club for all of its caring efforts, but especially today for
your concern for our children and their families in the most difficult of ties. You are a special partner and
American Jets is proud and grateful for Tommy Moose and the heart of the Moose Club.
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